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THE INFLUENCE 01<1 lN'l'ENSITY RATIO ON BINAURAL 
SOU,\TD I,OCALIZATIO~-.'. 
E. M. BERRY AND C. C. BUNCH. 
It has been recognized that the intensity 1·atio at the ears is 
a factor in the localization of sound, but it .'1ppears that its in-
fluence has been greatly over-estimated. In the summer of 1916 
G. W. Stewart and 0. Hovda did considerable qualitative work 
on this. Our present research is a continuation of their work 
with practically the same apparatus. 
The sound from a tuning fork of 256 d. v. is conducted by 
two tubes, one to ead1 t'ar. One of the tnb•~s is kept at a fixed 
distance from the fork, while the distancr of 1he other tube from 
the fork can he vari<'d. By using a Rayleigh disk the relative in-
tensities of the ~mund at thr hinaurals can he found for any 
given position of the moveable tnhe. Iii this way known in-
tensity ratios at the ears can he produced '.l~1c1 their localization 
observed. J_,ocalization of this kind cannot lie macle very ac-
curately; for the same intensity ratio there is generally a varia-
tion of from 5° to 10°. G. \V. Stewart and 0. Hovda found that 
up to 45°, if they plotted the angular tlisplacement from the front 
as the ordinate and the logarithm of the intensity ratio at the 
ears as the abscissa, the curve was a straight line; or if 8 is the 
angle from the front, IR the intensity at the "'ight ear and I at 
the left ear, 8--k log (IR/I ) . Our present work has been to 
see if this relation hok!s up to 90°. \Ve have used two kinds 
of binaurals, those whieh are inserted in the ears or "closed" 
binaurals, and thofle which do not tolll·h tl1e ears or "open" 
binaurals. 
Our results when :plotted il\ the samr way have given straight 
lines; often, however, there are one or two lire a ks in the line. 
Our observations genenilly 1rnnt from 80° left to 90° right. 
When there >ms one break it was grnerall.'I' in fho neighborhood 
of 15° right with an increase of slope. When there was more 
than one break the second was close to 90°: in any case after 90° 
~had been reachecl a further im·reaso of intensity ratio at the 
ears produced little or no pffect and in mos! caf;rs wr did not 
use intensity ratios much grrater than jnst rnfficient to produce 
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a displacement of 90°. One observer with the ''dosed'' binaurals 
had: one curve with no breaks, one with possibly a slight break, 
and four with decided breaks. 'fhis same observer with the 
''open'' binaurals had four, with a decided break in the curve. 
For another observer the breaks were not so marked, that is, the 
difference in slope was not so great. For the ''closed'' hinaurals 
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FIGURE 27 
out of six curves two were without breaks, the rest had one 
each. .B'or the ''open'' binaurals he had nut of three curves 
two straight ones and one with a very slight break in it. 
Why it is that for the same person, sometimes the curve IS 
perfectly straight up to 90° while at other times it has a de-
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cided break in it, we do not know; but we think it safe to assume 
that the straight line curve up to 90° is the normal type of 
curve for this kind of localization, and when there are breaks 
that something is wrong, for instance a cold may cause such an 
effect. Figure 27 shows four curves from the same observer; (1) 
and (2) are with the closed binaurals, (3) and ( 4) with the 
open binaurals. Number (2) shows a decided break. 
Our curves generally reach 90° when the re>lative intensity at 
the ears is 25 to 1. The slope and breaks of the curves for the 
"open" binaurals are about the same as for the "closed" 
binaurals. Our results so far show that 1Jhe law 0 k log(I ... /IL) 
holds until wE get to 80°to 90° and that(IR/IL)is about 25 when 
the angle is 90°. 
PHYSICAL LABORATORY, 
THE STATE UNIVERSITY OF lowA. 
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